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Description

Behold the first of our new 'Artist Collectibles' series - a limited edition screen print by artist and
printmaker, Bevan de Wet, exclusively for Something Good Studio.  
The artwork is a variation of our new 'Stratum' blanket. Play matchy-matchy and style both the print &
blanket in one space or enjoy them individually.  
  
Screenprint edition size: 20 
Year: 2023 
  
_ 
Bevan’s artworks exist through etching, printing, papermaking and drawing to name a few. He is like a
mad scientist of paper, never afraid to experiment and to push boundaries in the creation of different
surfaces and outcomes. Except he is not mad at all. In fact, he is a genuine gentleman and meticulous in
his craft, also an eager educator, we love him for that.  
  
Bevan is an independent artist with his own print studio named Eleven Editions. He has multiple impressive
exhibitions under his belt and his work is highly sought after by collectors all over the world. 
  
 _ 
“Stratum is an exploration of organic forms found in nature, from rock and stone structures on the
landscape to the hidden layers or strata below the surface. Drawing from natural processes and accidental
mark making, Stratum explores the tensions between the soft and hard organic shapes found in
nature.The image making process began with cutting out various shapes into different sheets of paper;
which creates new unplanned shapes when the layers are laid over each other, partially obscuring shapes
and fragmenting into new forms.” - Bevan de Wet  
  
_ 
Matching 'Stratum' blanket available online.   
  
PAPER: Incisioni soft white 310gsm 
MEDIUM: Screenprint 
SIZE: 66cm x 50cm 
PRINTER: Cloudia Hartwig at Chocolate Ink Studio 
INSIGNIA: Chocolate Ink Studio embossed chop mark on the bottom left corner, Eleven Editions embossed
chop mark on the bottom right corner. 
SIGNATURE: All prints signed on the lower right, and titled Stratum, 2023 on the reverse. 
PACKAGING: Rolled in cardboard postal tube  
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Additional Information

Frame None

Edition Size 20

Medium Screenprint

Height 66.00 cm

Width 50.00 cm

Artist Bevan de Wet

Year 2023


